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Hi, I'm Karen!
HELPING WOMEN FLOURISH & SPIRAL UP

Too many women and service-oriented entrepreneurs feel like giving up on their
dreams. It’s my passion to help audiences SPIRAL UP and flourish by guiding how to
integrate personal energy with business strategy, adding momentum—not just
movement— to success.

Even with more than 20 years as a quantum energy practitioner and former
marketing executive, I didn’t always integrate both. When I did, my efforts gained
inertia: I founded The Sergei Foundation, successfully leading this nonprofit
organization for thirteen years and raising SEVEN FIGURES to save the lives of
5,000+ pets for lower-income families. My book, Sergei's Eyes: Reflections of Soul
Lessons shares how life's journey guided me toward this path, learning along the
way from two of our greatest teachers... pets and reflection. 

Contributing author, Invisible No More

https://sergeifoundation.org/


Client  testimonials

With women entrepreneurship on the rise, so is
emotional burnout, feeling defeated, and
losing faith before reaching an inspired
dream. These are symptoms of energetic
misalignment in your strategy... 

     Don’t give up. Spiral up! 

Karen helps audiences transform giving up to
going strong and reignite the passion for their
path while feeling more: 

     Freedom, Harmony, & Happiness

She speaks about how personal energy
influences success, and why integrating
energy principles with business strategy
redirects movement into momentum.

KAREN AS A SPEAKER...

Karen spoke for our Summit,
and it was one of the most
highly attended in our virtual
conference. She's not only a
great speaker, but a great
connector. 

I interviewed Karen live on many
occasions for her Foundation and
events. She is articulate, relatable,
and you feel her passion; it's 
 contagious! She has a big 
heart for helping people. 

Dacia Henshaw, VP SheFactor Chad Tucker, Fox 8 Anchor



The Keynote
SPIRAL UP SUCCESS! HOW TO SHIFT MOVEMENT INTO MOMENTUM.

Do you feel like giving up your entrepreneurial dream? So frustrated or angry because
you've done the work but aren't seeing results? When the just-do-it approach isn't
working anymore and optimism alone has you thinking one way but feeling another...
it's time to INTEGRATE energy and strategy. Learn how to shift movement to
momentum... Generation X style! Karen speaks about how energy influences success
and how to spiral up from giving up to going strong to feel more freedom, harmony,
and happiness as a result. 

TAKEAWAYS

Faster results
Create inertia for success instead of

pushing for it.  

Increase Emotional Freedom
Use emotions as feedback to spiral up

success vs. problems to overcome.

Learn How to Sustain Motivation
Get off the up and down rollercoaster!

Reduce Overthinking and Overdoing
Balance mind with emotions; uplevel

work/life balance. 

 
Great lyrics, like from Prince and Devo

songs, connect with audiences in an
entertaining way. Karen uses retro and

reflection as tools to reframe & fuel growth. 
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Powerful Duo! Karen's
husband, Phillip, adds
keyboard + singing to

elevate the entertainment
experience. 

 
Phillip is a piano instructor with 
his degree from USC and former
lead singer for national cover 

band franchise, The Spazmatics® 

Live Music Option



Karen

GET IN TOUCH

Reach out via email or the button below
to schedule a time to meet by Zoom. I look
forward to connecting with youI 

I  LOVE TO WORK WITH.. .

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

Women who are fighting against feelings of
giving up when it comes to their own success
—personal or professional. Whether it's
women in Fortune 500 companies or sole
proprietors in creative or spiritual services, I
love laying the foundation for a paradigm
shift that will spiral up women where they've
been previously stuck or struggling. 

As a former CEO and marketing executive,
you will always receive prompt and
professional responses from inquiry through
after event follow-up. When booked to speak
at your conference or event, I am proactive
in providing all materials to help make your
event a success! I strive to earn your trust to
ensure your energy can be focused on other
event needs. 

www.KarenFullerton.com

Karen@KarenFullerton.com

SCHEDULE 15 MIN.

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=17405712&appointmentType=38321408
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=17405712&appointmentType=38321408

